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Abstract. This work was performed by the importance of exploring possible medications for COVID-19 pandemic. In this
regard, cytidine (Cyd) derivatives were investigated to reach a point to see their benefit of employing for the purpose. Each
of halogenated models of Cyd including CydF, CydCl, CydBr, and CydI were investigated in addition to the original CydH
model. Density functional theory (DFT) based quantum processing were performed to obtain stabilized structures in addition
to evaluation of frontier molecular orbitals features. Next, molecular docking (MD) simulations were performed to reach a
point of formations of interacting ligand-target complexes. Among the investigated models CydH and CydI were working
better than other model for reaching the purpose of this work, in which the derived CydI model was indeed the ligand with
the highest suitability for formation of ligand-target complexes. As a consequence, such ligands of original and halogenated
Cyd models might work for inhibition of main protease (MPro) enzyme of COVID-19 based on the obtained meaningful
vales for complex strengths in addition interacting with the amino acids of active site. More precisely, the CydI model could
be proposed as promising ligand for showing the inhibitory effects towards the MPro target of COVID-19.
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1. Introduction

Since the end of 2019, the world has been shocked and seriously affected by the appearance of
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) [1–3]. After about two years, the problem has not been solved yet
and so many people all around the world have been infected by this mysterious virus [4–6]. To this
point, considerable efforts have been done to innovate pharmaceutical compounds for prevention or
medication of infection by COVID-19; however, the results have not been certain yet and investigation
are still under developments [7–9]. Moreover, several procedures were employed for detection of
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such COVID-19 in the infected people [10–12]. Among various medical protocols of vaccination or
medication, several attempts have been devoted to find inhibitors for the main protease (MPro) enzyme
of coronavirus preventing the infection development [13–15]. To this aim, available drugs have been
extensively examined for inhibiting the enzyme activity in addition to developing new pharmaceutical
compounds for achieving a possible solution for this serious problem [16–18]. By complexity of
performing investigations on biological systems and the COVID-19 related studies, employing the in
silico approach could help to provide insightful information for approaching to a brighter point about
this really unknown disease [19–21]. The current work was performed to examine potency of cytidine
for inhibiting the activity of MPro COVID-19 employing the computer-based in silico approach. In
recent years, several computer-based tools have been developed to solve the problems in science and
technology, especially those related to the living systems [22–24].

Cytidine (Cyd) is a nucleoside derivative of cytosine nucleobase, which showed several features in
medical applications [25–27]. Indeed, considerable attempts have been devoted to explore medical
functions of nucleobases derivatives in living systems after the pioneering characterization work of
Watson and Crick [28–30]. To this point, Cyd has been seen as a pharmaceutical compound for
enzymatic activity inhibitions by earlier works [31–33]. Hence, the hypothesis of MPro inhibition
by Cyd was investigated in this work to show potency of this already known compound towards
medication of COVID-19 patients. In addition to the original nucleobases, halogenated derivatives
have been always important for showing specific functions, in which such halogenated derivatives of
Cyd were also examined in this work to approach the purpose. As a consequence, molecular models
of Cyd in the role of ligand, and molecular model of MPro in the role of target, were considered in
this work for analyzing their corresponding features. To do this, quantum processing of ligands were
done employing density functional theory (DFT) approach to obtain theoretically meaningful ligand
compounds for participating in interactions with the MPro target. Accordingly, molecular docking
(MD) simulations were performed to reach the interacting ligand-target complexes by evaluating the
interaction strength in addition to identifying the surrounding amino acids around the centralized
ligand. It is important to mention here that existence of hydrogen bond and van der Waals interactions
could both help to formation of interacting ligand-target complexes [34]. Table 1 and Fig. 1 represent
the ligands specifications and interacting features for the models to examine the hypothesis of MPro
inhibition by assistance of the investigated Cyd derivatives. It is worth to mention that the result of
current work could provide knowledge about existence of possible inhibitors for the medication of
COVID-19 patients.

2. Materials and methods

Within this work, the original models of Cyd in addition to halogenated derivatives were considered
as the ligands, in which their specifications were listed in Table 1. Earlier works indicated that the
carbon atom number five of pyrimidine nucleobases is an important atomic site to be functionalized
with other substances such as halogen atoms [35]. Accordingly, such benefit was employed in this
work to functionalize cytosine counterpart of Cyd by each of F, Cl, Br, and I halogenated atoms. As a
consequence, four derivatives were added to the original Cyd to provide ligands of this work including
CydH, CydF, CydCl, CydBr, and CydI. Quantum processing were performed to optimize the molecular
models of each of ligand structures employing DFT approach as implemented in the Gaussian program
[36]. By doing this step, stabilized models with theoretically meaningful geometries were obtained
for further investigating their own features in addition to their contribution to interaction with the
MPro enzyme target of COVID-19. The 3D macromolecular model of MPro (6lu7) was obtained
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [37] to be considered for the target model of interacting complex
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Table 1
Ligands specifications

Ligand R HOMO Ev LUMO eV EG eV H eV S eV–1 DM Debye

CydH H –6.36 –0.99 5.37 2.68 0.37 4.88
CydF F –6.32 –1.21 5.11 2.56 0.39 3.99
CydCl Cl –6.42 –1.29 5.13 2.56 0.39 3.68
CydBr Br –6.38 –1.27 5.11 2.56 0.39 3.79
CydI I –6.28 –1.36 4.92 2.46 0.41 4.01

formations with each of Cyd ligands. The accurate MD simulations were performed by submitting each
of provided ligand and target structures to the Swiss Dock web server [38] for evaluating interacting
ligand-target complexes in a defined 70∗70∗70 grid box. As a consequence, required features were
evaluated for describing each of ligand structures in addition to the obtained interacting ligand-target
complexes. Returning to Table 1, frontier molecular orbital quantities were evaluated for the ligands
including energy levels of the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO
and LUMO), energy differences of HOMO and LUMO levels in terms of energy gap (EG), chemical
hardness and softness (H and S), and dipole moment (DM). Moreover, representations of HOMO-
LUMO distribution patterns and electrostatic potential (ESP) surfaces of the ligands were visualized
in Fig. 1 besides the evaluated interacting ligand-target complex systems. Values of �G (kcal/mol)
and RMSD implied for energetic strengths of interactions and conformational fluctuations of ligands
from the start point up to the end point of MD simulations. As a consequence, required information
were provided for discussing the hypothesis of employing Cyd ligands for inhibition of the MPro of
COVID-19.

3. Results and discussion

The hypothesis of inhibition of MPro of COVID-19 by assistance of Cyd derivatives was examined
in this work employing the in silico approach. To this aim, five models of Cyd derivatives were obtained
by halogenation of the atomic site number five of main cytosine group to evaluate CydF, CydCl, CydBr,
and CydI derivatives in addition the original CydH compound. As described in Table 1, the models were
variated by the attached R group, in which each of F, Cl, Br, and I atoms were substituted instead of the
H atom of original Cyd. As a consequence, the models structures were provided to be included in the
DFT based quantum processing to approach to the minimized energy structures. Doing this step, five
theoretically meaningful ligands were obtained for further analyzing their features besides examining
their contributions to interactions with the MPro target. For analyzing the ligand structures, values of
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Fig. 1. HOMO-LUMO distribution patterns and ESP surfaces of ligands and interacting ligand-target complexes.

HOMO and LUMO were evaluated to show their tendency of participating in electron transferring
processes. Indeed, such molecular orbitals features could reactivity of a molecule for contributing to
interactions with other substances [39]. HOMO implies for the highest occupied molecular orbital with
electrons, in which its occupation means that how a molecule could participate in electron donating
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process. On the other hand, LUMO implies for the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital without
electrons, in which its vacancy means that how a molecule could participate in electron accepting
process. In this regard, their energy levels are important because of providing appropriate levels of
electron transferring. Moreover, energy differences of HOMO and LUMO of a molecule in terms of
energy gap (EG) imply for energy distances for internal electron transitions, as an important feature
for electron conductivity processes. These points are important because of the detection role of an
inhibitor for detecting the correct target prior to contributing to interactions with it, in which concepts
of biosensors could be considered for such purpose. Therefore, analyzing such frontier molecular
orbitals features could show insightful information about the characteristic properties of investigated
Cyd derivatives.

As could be seen in Table 1, each of HOMO and LUMO levels detected effects of halogenation
by changes of values among the models. With the exception of CydCl model, HOMO levels for
all other halogenated models moved to higher level in comparison with the original CydH model.
However, LUMO levels of all halogenated derivatives were moved to lower levels in comparison
with the original CydH model. Among the models, the characteristic HOMO-LUMO achievements
were obtained for CydI model with the highest HOMO level and the lowest LUMO level among all
halogenated derivatives. Such characteristic structural feature could mean that another characteristic
activity could be expected for such ligand model. Indeed, structure-activity relationship (SAR) is an
important concept in the field of drug design for innovating structures with promising activity in living
systems [40]. As a consequence, structural features could lead to desired activity for approaching the
purposes of detection ad medication in living systems. Comparing values of EG shows shorter energy
distances for the halogenated Cyd derivatives in comparison with the original CydH model, in which
that of CydI was placed at the shortest distance. Accordingly, evaluated values of chemical hardness
and softness (H and S) from the obtained HOMO and LUMO levels could show lower hardness and
higher softness for CydI model for contributing to reactions/interactions with other substances. Among
the models, H and S of CydF, CydCl, and CydBr were almost close to those of CydH; however, CydI
was indeed distinguished in the models. Lead optimization is another important concept in drug design
meaning how to modify a known structure to find better features regarding the desired purposes [41],
in which such concept was explored in the current work by modifying CydH model to reach a more
efficient compound as could be seen by the obtained features of CydI model. By the changes of
functionalized groups and total structural configurations, values of dipole moment (DM) could show
such fluctuations for electric charge distributions of the models. Although an atomic substitution was
done for the ligand models, but changes of DM were notable affirming the importance of knowing
structural features and their corresponding electric properties to show evaluate appropriate models. As
a consequence of performing quantum processing on Cyd ligands, halogenations brought new features
for the models with promising roles for the obtained CydI model.

As could be seen in Fig. 1, the evaluated HOMO-LUMO distribution patterns and ESP surfaces by
performing quantum processing and the evaluated interacting ligand-target complexes by performing
MD simulations were visualized and represented. Within these results, it could be found that the
shapes of HOMO-LUMO patterns were almost similar for CydH, CydF, CydCl, and CydBr models
but different from the already distinguished CydI model. Moreover, careful comparison of the ESP
surfaces could show that the occupied space of was increased by additional of halogen atoms, in
which increasing the size of atomic radius of halogen atom leaded to expanding the model surface.
Red, yellow, green, light blue, and blue colors of ESP surfaces imply for localizing negative, slightly
negative, neutral, slightly positive, and positive charges at the surface. In this case, the models could
be defined for participating in interactions with other substances. Returning again to values of HOMO-
LUMO, those of CydI model were in characteristic mode with repeating such characteristic feature for
distribution patterns. Indeed, different type of localization of HOMO-LUMO might be an advantage
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of molecule for better contributing to the external interactions, in which such feature could be expected
for the CydI model better than the other models. In this regard, the obtained interacting ligand-target
complexes could show that such halogenation changed strength of obtained complexes. Based on
the obtained �G values, strengths of all complex models were meaningful in accordance with the
obtained energies showing total advantage of investigating such Cyd derivatives for possible inhibition
of the MPro of COVID-19. Moreover, each of CydH and CydI models showed even better features
of interactions in comparisons with the other models. The surrounding amino acids of centralized
ligand were all in the active site region of enzyme, in which various types of interactions were seen for
ligand-target complexes. In addition to existence of conventional hydrogen bond (HB) interactions,
non-HB interactions also play important roles for formations of biomolecular complexes as shown for
the investigated models. Another impact of halogenation was seen by increasing RMSD for the ligand
counterpart to reach the relaxed conformation towards the target. Indeed, such conformational changes
could help each of ligand and target structures to fine the best positions of complex formations. As a
consequence, performing halogenated mode of lead optimization for Cyd yielded CydI by distinguished
features in single-standing mode and complex formation. Hence, this model could be proposed for
further investigating regarding innovation of inhibitors for the MPro of COVID-19.

4. Conclusion

DFT based quantum processing and MD simulations were performed to provide required results
for analyzing Cyd models for the purpose of MPro inhibiting of COVID-19. In this regard, the results
indicated that the stabilized models of halogenated Cyd could be achievable by performing DFT calcu-
lations and their frontier molecular orbital features could provide information about their characteristic
features. To this point, quantities of HOMO-LUMO and corresponding distribution patterns all showed
significant features for the models distinguishing CydI model for approaching the purpose. Chemical
hardness and softness were more suitable for CydI model in comparison with other models, in which
complex formation of this ligand structure was still at the most suitability. Analyzing HOMO-LUMO
distribution patterns showed changes of such orbital localization for CydI model in comparison with
the other models implying for the promising features of CydI model. As a concluding result of this
work, lead optimization of Cyd model yielded a better model of CydI derivative with appropriate
features to be considered for investigating MPro inhibitors of COVID-19.
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